FIRST AID AT WORK
26/07, 30/07 and 02/08/2021
Woodback Special School
Number of Candidates on the Course
Name of Tutor

8
Jill Webb

Description
How would you rate the training overall?
I found the trainer to be approachable
I found the trainer to be knowledgeable
The resources/handouts supplied were relevant
There was appropriate equirement for the course
The assessment methods and what to do if I am not happy were explained
The information I received before the course was useful
How far do you feel the tutor met individual training needs as part of the course?
At the start of the session, the course was clearly explained to me
How did you rate the quality of the venue?
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2

3

Comments Received
Excellent training, fun and interactive - felt very COVID safe - thank you
Trainer absolutely approachable and very knowledgeable
Handouts and resources were great - really liked the book and how it all linked in
Fab equipment, very COVID safe. Loved Danny! And embedded object recovery
Assessment methods were very unobtrusive and reassuring
Great pre course information
Lovely venue
Excellent training - fun and informative
Jill was very friendly with excellent knowledge
Resources/handouts were great with additional ones supplied
Pre course information was good although not all Zoom info received
Trainer made the course very interesting and fun, everything was very clearly explained
All in all, Jill Webb was very good and made the whole course interesting. Would recommend.
I really enjoyed the whole course, excellent trainer with wonderful knowledge
Very useful pre course information received
Clear and informative througout and could ask any question of the trainer
Explained thinkgs differently if not understood first time
Extra resources were great to make things clearer
Venue was easy to find with a large room, airy, clean, quiet and local
Very clear training, open and entertaining
The trainer was kind, clear and could ask her anything
Trainer was up to date on policy, not afraid to say looked up changes
Resources/handouts were interactive and tailored to the group, ie chin and babies
Great resources 1:1 dummies, everything provided was COVID safe
Pre course information was very detailed
Additional Training Requirements
Would like Accredited Safeguarding and Safeguarding training as need to update this. I have a new volunteering role with adults too.
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